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WHERE WE ARE NOW
" to Reach, Ignite and Empower People for Jesus..."

You'll notice in this year's
annual report that there are
a lot less images taken at
physical events. With the
COVID-19 virus pandemic
in 2020, church at Shepherd
looked a little different. We
hope that you will enjoy
hearing about how we were
still able to connect with
each other and how in 2021
we hope to Empower each
one of you to grow in your
faith.
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GOVERNING BOARD

In January, many of us, including members of the

In August we celebrated Pastor Renee’s fifth year as

Shepherd Governing Board, thought of 2020 as a

Senior Pastor of Shepherd of the Hills. We are

jubilant new beginning. It soon turned a corner into an

blessed by her leadership with our pastoral team and

unprecedented move to shutdowns and remote online

all of our amazing staff. It is obvious that our church

church amid a global pandemic. Ultimately, as we look

family feels this sentiment as well. In October, we

back and look forward, the Governing Board is in awe

proposed a special appeal entitled, “20/20 Hindsight:

and ever so grateful to the staff of Shepherd and to you,

What This Pandemic Has Taught Us About Being the

the people of Shepherd of the Hills, for your resiliency,

Church,” with the funds being earmarked specifically

creativity, and generosity that defines us as a

to maintain our current pastoral team and staff. The

community. Staying connected to each other has been

appeal was immediately met, and in fact surpassed

our goal during this time and thanks to the ingenuity of

all of our expectations. We are grateful for your

our staff, and to your faithfulness, we feel we have been

continued generous response to our call for

able to do that.

assistance.

In March, our staff began creating online livestreamed

As we approached the last quarter of the year, we

worship services. Though it was hoped this would be a

took a good look at our financial picture and we

short-term endeavor, we will continue to provide online

accepted the motion to go forward with some of the

worship options beyond this pandemic as it has been a

building maintenance projects that had been put on

wonderful tool to reach those who may not be able to

hold at the beginning of the COVID-19 shutdown.

attend in-person services. In fact, technology has been a

Parking lot lights were updated, the HVAC system in

blessing in all of our ways of connecting and meeting

the sanctuary was improved, a new furnace was

with each other in our small groups, Bible study, book

installed in the preschool area, and critical repair was

clubs, ministry groups, and our virtual social gatherings.

made to part of the roof. In addition to these repairs,

Our summer experiment of Parking Lot Worship was

after careful review of the budget, we found

successful and continued into the colder fall months as

ourselves in a position that will allow us to release

well. There is now a permanent outdoor platform to

some funds to assist our various ministry partners.

enhance these outdoor worship experiences.

We are blessed with a generous congregation that

Our excellent preschool staff created safe in-person and

allows us to maintain our current budget and fulfill

online programming for their preschool and school-

line items on our budgeted expenses as we continue

aged children and families in their care. They have gone

to help our neighbors in need.

above and beyond the CDC guidelines to ensure a safe
environment for themselves and the families that use

Looking back at this last year, we feel empowered to

the program. Their school-aged care and their

move forward! If we together can face the challenges

preschool programs are in high demand and we look

this last year has given to us, then we know that the

forward to being able to expand these programs in the

Holy Spirit is giving us what we need to move ahead,

year ahead.

“to reach, ignite, and empower people for Jesus”!

We applied for and received a PPP loan to keep us
afloat during the shutdown without having to make
adjustments to our staff.

SHEPHERD'S GOVERNING BOARD
Dave Webb, Chair; Deb Kohen, Vice Chair; Elizabeth Kohen, Treasurer;
Maria Miller, Secretary; Members at Large-Kristen Goligowski, Chriss Latterell,
Lynn Mears and Lynette Palmgren; Pastor Renee Patterson

SENIOR PASTOR RENEE PATTERSON
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IGNITE 2020!
But now, this is what the Lord says – He who created you, O
Jacob, He who formed you, O Israel: “Fear not, for I have
redeemed you: I have summoned you by name; you are mine.
When you pass through the waters, I will be with you; and
when you pass through the rivers, they will not sweep over you.
When you walk through the fire, you will not be burned; the
flames will not set you ablaze. Isaiah 42:1-2
Who would have known that when we decided to choose
this second motivating verb in our mission statement to
guide us through this past year, that it would hold layers
of meaning for this quagmire of a year? I have had more
than one conversation this past year that spoke of
simply burning this whole year down. One
congregational member ends many of her texts with
#2020dumpsterfire. While I have often joined her in
that sentiment I have also discovered some things about
myself and this church of God’s in this year of 2020
dross-burning process.
In reflecting on this past year I have had an epiphany of
sorts. Have you ever had an epiphany? An epiphany is
when a light bulb turns on and you have this, “Aha!”
moment. Suddenly things become clearer. One thing
that has become clearer and clearer for me in this past
year is that I have experienced more gratitude than
angst in all of this challenge….more thankfulness than
dismay. I am also SO very grateful for the people I have
been privileged to call partners in doing this ministry
work. And while I have experienced gratefulness before,
it has just become much more evident and have
provided (for me) rays of bright hope in all of this
challenge.

FIRST, I thank God for our Shepherd of the Hills
Governing Board who have led this congregation with
tremendous passion, wisdom, and dedication. I am
grateful for the leadership provided by Dave Webb, Deb
Kohen, Elizabeth Kohen, Maria Miller, Chriss Latterell,
Lynette Palmgren, Lynn Mears and Kristen Goligowski.
They have been very supportive of your Shepherd staff
and have led us with amazing compassion and
dedication to their Shepherd family.
AND…. I THANK GOD FOR YOU!
Over and over again I am reminded that we are truly in
this together. When the pandemic began I was (rightfully
so) in a state of quiet panic as to what I was going to do
to keep this church ship afloat. It quickly became
evident that I would be unable to single-handedly
accomplish this feat. You all helped me remember that
God has brought us together to be in community
with each other and that we do this work as a team. You
have showed your love for this community through the
commitment of your financial resources, through
the many encouraging emails/phone calls and through
your event and worship participation. Your Shepherd
community feels the love!

SENIOR PASTOR
RENEE PATTERSON

Which brings me to my next place of gratitude…
I THANK GOD FOR OUR SHEPHERD STAFF!
I have stated over and over how much I cherish the

Which brings me to our ONLY initiative for 2021:
(RE)Connecting with each other!
Our mission statement action/motivating verb for 2021

collaborative nature of our staff, who take their own
responsibilities seriously, but are open to stepping
outside their own silos for the sake of the larger

is EMPOWER, which by definition is the action of
equipping from one to another, meaning it is done in and
through community and partnership. But for that to

mission. Their creative energy keeps the “senior-est”
staff member going and energized for this missional

happen we need to connect with each other. So for this
next year we will be seeking intentional times of

work. They have gone above and beyond to keep our
people connected. From figuring out how to produce

connection with one another through gatherings and
phone conversations. We have teams of our Shepherd

online worship to transitioning to our (now famous)
Parking Lot Worship, to weekly Communion pick-up
sessions and daily prayer emails, to Zoom Bible

community that have committed to this necessary work.
Also, in addition to this, your Shepherd pastoral staff will
be meeting with every Shepherd household with our only

studies, to family guitar/ukulele lessons on the church
lawn, to surprise-drop Easter egg hunts in our
families' own front yards, to a VBS family park

agenda being to reconnect with you all. We trust that God
will work in and through this time to remind us of our
need for human connection and the gift that is to

scavenger hunt, to a parking lot food truck event, to

our individual and collective lives together.

numerous high school Zoom game and movie nights
and backyard bonfires, to online and adapted inperson Confirmation classes and the fantastic Zoom

I hope that this new year will bring you an epiphany for
greater human connection, and that God will give you

Confirmation Christmas party! They have honestly
worked tirelessly to keep our people connected to
their faith and to each other through these different

greater clarity about life and your work as a Christ
follower. We do not know what the future holds, but we
DO know the One who holds the future (and us) in the

and varying events and avenues. As I watched and
participated in this creative work I found myself
being thankful for what truly matters in all of this
mess, and that is the need for human connection,
something that God has implanted in all of us. I
wonder if one of the things that we have
(re)discovered these past months is the joy of simply
being together.

palm of His hand. In this 56th year of ministry at
Shepherd of the Hills, and in the midst of an
unprecedented challenge, I continue to thank God for the
vitality and responsiveness of this congregation, and for
the honor to learn and grow and experience grace in new
and wonderful ways with all of you! May God continue to
lead us in finding new ways to help more people discover
life with God, for the good of the world.

"I THINK THAT WHEN THE DUST SETTLES, WE WILL REALIZE HOW LITTLE WE
NEED, HOW VERY MUCH WE ACTUALLY HAVE, AND THE TRUE VALUE OF
HUMAN CONNECTION." -AUTHOR UNKNOWN
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SENIOR PASTOR RENEE PATTERSON

2020 STATISTICS
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2020 IN
REVIEW BY
THE
NUMBERS

52

572

4

276

10

5

10

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS

MEMBER HOUSEHOLDS

CONFIRMATIONS

PARKING LOT WORSHIP
AVERAGE NUMBER OF VEHICLES

FIRST COMMUNIONS

FUNERALS

BAPTISMS
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ASSOCIATE PASTOR BRICE BLOXHAM
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What a year it has been. We began the year like
nothing new, but that quickly changed. We
paused in-person gatherings and then found a

When life was turned on its head in March we had
20 people calling our membership rolls. This was
an effort to check-in and see how you were doing.

rhythm worshipping outside; what a joy. Being
able to be outside with you up until the 20th of
December was truly a gift! I long for the time we
can do that again. This year has been difficult
but it also taught us a great deal and above all

These calls were met with joy and gratitude from
both sides of the conversation. We repeated that
process at the beginning of the summer. You may
have heard mention of an initiative to call our
community’s membership, in fact, you may have

else, we are a community of believers firmly
rooted in the Gospel of our Savior, Jesus.
Toward the end of the year, November to be

already been contacted! In November, your
Renewal Team made up of Sue F, Henry H, and
Cathy S, as well as your pastoral staff, prayed and

exact, we kicked off our second Financial Peace

reached out to nearly 60 individuals to aid in

University (FPU) class; with four units from our
Shepherd of the Hills Community. It has
been a different type of class; we were able to

this calling process. These calls will mimic those
that took place before with one small caveat,
they’ll be made every other month over the next

meet in person for the first two weeks but had to
shift to distance learning for the fourth week and
on.

year. The purpose of these calls will be to maintain
the connection between our members and each
other as well as checking in. Our Renewal Team

Thanks to the generosity of a Thrivent grant we

will be the liaisons between the callers and the
pastoral staff. I am elated to report that we have

were able to secure the class kits at no cost for the
participants making this class free for them to
take. If you have ever had a doubt about the

40 people who have signed up to call the 276
member households! What an amazing
undertaking by these people and I look forward to

effectiveness of this course and the lessons to
be learned, I would share this anecdote with you:

keeping you updated throughout the year.

We first taught this class at Shepherd 22 months
ago. In that time one of the couples from the class
just shared they have paid off over $64,000 in
debt! It can be done, it’s not easy but it is possible.

ASSOCIATE PASTOR
BRICE BLOXHAM

Last March, 16 men, including Joe Trucano and
myself ventured to Nisswa, MN for a men’s
retreat. We spent the weekend building

Bible in a Year closed out with individual
triumphs. We started the year off with over
60 individuals engaged. As the year

connections with one another and getting to know
the other men of the group. We spent a morning
in service at The Confidence Learning Center

progressed things happened that impacted
how we met and hindered some of the
participants going forward. I do not know

splitting wood, oiling up trim, and whatever else
they needed done. A time to worship together at

the exact number of those who finished the
journey through the Bible but I can tell you

an ELCA congregation in Nisswa rounded out our
weekend of laughter, learning, and growth

those who did complete it found a spiritual
practice that many say they plan to continue.

together. Interested in our 2021 retreat? So are we,
we’ll keep you posted with our fingers crossed!

Others have commented on how this has
greatly enriched their lives. I plan to
continue this by starting over and invite you

The visitation aspect of ministry remains a
favorite space for what I have been called to do
with you here at Shepherd of the Hills. The

to do it with me!

sacredness of these Holy moments is something I

That is easy. Seeing you. . . in person.

What am I looking forward to?

truly cherish. While COVID-19 has certainly
impacted how this type of ministry is done, it did
not altogether stop. I prayed with you before
surgeries over the phone, video chatted for care
visits, when it was safe we masked up and met at a
distance or outside. We lost several members of
our community this past year as they joined our
God. Being able to be a part of these times is
intimate and important. I am humbled to be
invited into these spaces.

I THANK MY GOD EVERY TIME I REMEMBER YOU, CONSTANTLY PRAYING WITH
JOY IN EVERY ONE OF MY PRAYERS FOR ALL OF YOU, BECAUSE OF YOUR
SHARING IN THE GOSPEL FROM THE FIRST DAY UNTIL NOW.
PHILIPPIANS 1:3 -5
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ASSOCIATE PASTOR BRICE BLOXHAM

AND MARY SAID,“MY SOUL MAGNIFIES THE LORD, AND MY SPIRIT REJOICES
IN GOD MY SAVIOR, FOR HE HAS LOOKED WITH FAVOR ON THE LOWLINESS OF
HIS SERVANT. SURELY, FROM NOW ON ALL GENERATIONS WILL CALL ME
BLESSED; FOR THE MIGHTY ONE HAS DONE GREAT THINGS FOR
ME, AND HOLY IS HIS NAME…”
LUKE 1:46-49

This familiar scripture text of Mary’s song is one
we just lifted up in worship a few weeks ago, both
in sermon and in song, “My soul proclaims your
greatness oh God, and my spirit rejoices in you…”
(From Holden Evening Prayer). In my children’s
message that week, I spoke of the concept of our
souls magnifying the Lord, or proclaiming the
greatness of God when we are truly living into
who God created us to be. For Mary, it was saying
yes to being the mother of Jesus. For someone

Yet, even when a global pandemic hit our world,
that relational way of being we have at Shepherd
did not change, it simply took on a new look.
College young adults reached out to go grocery
shopping for shut-ins and fellowship took on a
new light through Zoom Coffee and Donuts and
lunches out on the church lawn. Our fall Day of
Service became a Season of Service with countless
acts of kindness taking place and worship changed
from inside the sanctuary to out in our parking lot

else, it may be being a wonderful actuary or a

and from the comfort of our living rooms, we

brilliant artist. Some days it is being able to get to
work on time or remembering everything you
needed at the grocery store, other times it is

even continue to grow in visitors and membership
interest! When local organizations that care for
the least of these in our community reached out

donating blood or acing that test or serving lunch
at a soup kitchen. Those amazing times when you
see people just radiate their authentic selves, the

with needs we responded: supplies for social
workers aiding those without homes, masks for
mental health organizations, cleaning supplies for

normal everyday things that give space for God to

the Veterans Hospital, thousands of dollars in

shine through us as beautiful individuals created
in God’s image.

granting to Open Hands, and so much more. God
was magnified through all of this.

The question a dear friend asked during a
devotional study I participated in has stuck with

When the world became aware of the racial
injustice taking place not only in our country but

me for more than a month now, “How do you

our own community our people realized the need

magnify the Lord?” As we look back on 2020,

for learning and growing in ways that we can be a

magnifying the Lord might not have been on the
grandest of scales but how we as a community at
Shepherd have lived this out is still a strikingly
beautiful thing.

part of the solution and not a part of the problem.
We had more than 50 individuals from Shepherd
in book studies learning about our place in racial
injustice in the world and how we can make
change. All of this kick-started by our high school
youth. God was magnified through this.

We started the year off with grand plans from
Lenten Soup Suppers to a congregational mission
trip to Duluth, with more Day of Service projects
planned than ever before and the kick off of our
Reconciling in Christ process as we dove into our
understanding of welcome. We had a bus full of
Shepherd folks packing food at Feed My Starving
Children in February and made it through studies
of all but one of the ELCA Social Statements when
the world took a turn. God was magnified through
this. God calls people into relationship with
God’s self and with one another and we were
living that out!

SISTER TASHINA GOOD, DEACON
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Speaking of our youth, what a year it has been for
youth ministry at Shepherd. This past spring, we
quickly moved everything virtual and added game
nights to give space to just put aside the craziness of our
world. During the summer our usual mission trip and
VBS fun was put aside to keep all involved safe but we
added countless bonfires and maintained our game
nights for lots of fellowship fun. We even were able to
host Youth Sunday and Confirmation Sunday with just
families in the sanctuary while our amazing
congregants worshiped virtually, cheering our youth
leadership on from afar. When the school year started
and there were still so many questions as to how the
year would look we adapted Confirmation to be hybrid
and give space for families to engage in the lessons at a
deeper and, hopefully, more fun levels. With that, a
team of highly flexible and dedicated volunteers
jumped on board to accompany our young people.
Once we found ourselves back to fully virtual it has
been a struggle for our young people who are online all
day with school. Our confirmation and high school
youth teams continue to adapt with package deliveries
and distance parties and individual conversations and
book studies. Although we look forward to a time when
we can be in fellowship together, God was magnified
through all of this.

Yes,we sadly did cancel our youth mission trip to
Milwaukee and our congregational mission trip to
Duluth. Yes, it is not the same when we cannot hold our
regular meals together or worship in the same space or
listen to our beautiful choir or…[insert the thing you miss
most from times past during the COVID-19 global
pandemic]. Yet, still God is magnified through who we
are as individuals and who we are as a community.
New people are showing up to our parking lot worship
services, new relationships are being made through our
calling team, due to our amazing continued giving we
have upped our support of mission partners (following
our Biblical call to care for our neighbor) in new and
miraculous ways. In all of that there is so much to look
forward to in 2021 as we lean into Empowering people
for Jesus. With a vaccine beginning to be distributed
mission trips may be a possibility this summer, along
with in person fellowship and worship. And countless
new ways may be found to care for our neighbor and
lean into exciting ways to magnify God in the little and
large ways we are community together at Shepherd. I
cannot wait to dive into all that can be alongside each of
you. I cannot express enough how grateful I am to be
doing this amazing ministry with each and every one
of you.

SISTER TASHINA GOOD,
DEACON

JOSEPH TRUCANO
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If you’re like me, 2020 was definitely... memorable. While
the year wasn’t the greatest in regard to music making, it
allowed our community to focus on growing in areas that
will help support our mission.
The biggest change we saw was an increase in online
worship services and live-streamed events. While we hope
we made it look (relatively) easy, there are many factors
that go into making a reliable live-stream. Sound, video,
internet, and hardware are the key components we’ve had
to hone as we worked to bring you virtual worship. It was
a large undertaking that was successful in no small part
because of several key volunteers and donors who had the
insight and resources to help us develop these
technologies.
My hope for us as we venture into 2021: to continue the
growth we had seen prior to COVID-19 in our musical
ensembles and offerings, and to continue to grow our
online presence. Both are goals that require your help.
Once COVID-19 is a thing of the past, I urge you to come
try out one of our ensembles! It will be a blank slate for
everyone and the perfect time to join. :)
The second way you can help is by sharing our social
media and online content. We’ve spent a lot of time
and resources into making our worship even more
accessible. Sharing who we are, and our mission with the
world is something that will only be successful
through the continued support of our community. So like,
share, comment, and tell your friends why Shepherd is
such a meaningful place for you.

JOSEPH TRUCANO, DIRECTOR
OF MUSIC & WORSHIP

JILENE YLONEN,
DIRECTOR OF PRESCHOOL
Shepherd’s Preschool and Childcare is an outreach
ministry of Shepherd whose mission is, "to Reach, Ignite
and Empower people for Jesus." The preschool was
formed to reach out to the community by providing a
quality preschool education program within a Christian
environment for children ages 33 months – 6 years old
and their families. This year, for the first time, we were
able to reach out to the community for not only
preschoolers, but also elementary students. In Summer of
2019, I proposed a summer program for 2020, not
knowing what was
ahead in 2020. Which blessed us in many ways!
This past year was a year that not only is memorable in
many ways, but also an opportunity for us to learn and
grow. As a staff, we learned how to reach our students at
home and provide childcare for essential workers
while we were under a stay-at-home order. We taught
lessons on Zoom, provided supply bags and drive-up pick
ups, and created online lessons. We planned and
implemented summer care for preschool through schoolaged children, downsized our existing classrooms, added
classrooms, and implemented new routines. We did
on-site activities, ukulele lessons, hand bell lessons, music
and chapel on Zoom, Celebration Sign Delivery, virtual
celebration, virtual Christmas Program, introduced an
online preschool program, and continued Elementary
Childcare. It has been a true blessing to serve our families
during this year!
As we look forward to 2021, we look forward to providing
care and meeting the needs of our families both for
preschool and school age. We also look forward to
continuing our online preschool program that serves both
our students near and far. With your help, we can
spread the word and welcome new children and their
families to Shepherd this year!
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JILENE YLONEN

MIRANDA OLIVER
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'2020' a year that brought us more connected together.
and not just physically. As I reflect back on this year, it
was a year like most of you probably felt, full of ups
and downs. It was a year that made us realize what
truly is important and made us adjust our “regular”
way of living. I am taking the past year as a blessing. A

As a community, Shepherd needed to make some
necessary changes to keep our community safe.
The addition of ionization on HVAC units, air
purifiers, numerous hand sanitizing stations and
the like are abundant now throughout the
building. The Gift Team has also remained

blessing to be able to have remained healthy, a blessing
to have grown in an ability to adapt to change and a
blessing to have my family and friends.

active during the pandemic. Many have been
reevaluating plans for retirement, sickness,
health, etc., and have made legacy plans for
donations to Shepherd.

2020 was a year for Shepherd to do many of these
things as well. We were able to maintain financial
health due in part to the Paycheck Protection Program

So, what will 2021 look like and what are my
hopes for the year? Of course, vaccines for this

and of course generous donations from all of you!
Your gifts enabled us to keep the bills for the cost of
operating the building current. Members changed their

virus and peace for all. As far as Shepherd, my
hopes are that the community will continue to
come together to do God’s work and that

giving and made donations that assisted others in our
community that were directly impacted by the

everyone will be EMPOWERED to do that work.
I also hope that the building can go back to being

pandemic, and those same members were able to keep
their giving consistent to Shepherd, too. Shepherd was

a place of faith-filled community, and respite for
the many groups that have not met in person for

able to contribute to outreach partners in a financial
way that had never been done before. Our building
was able to have some of the much-needed repairs

the past eleven months.

done, such as: repairing the leaky flat roof, parking lot
lights changed to LED fixtures, furnaces replaced and
HVAC units improved. The virus brought many
changes for my position where I learned how to pivot
quickly and be able to adapt to the constant changing
guidelines. Some of the guidelines required me to go
back to some of my early career experiences in
infection control, N95 masks and pulse oximeter
sensors. Who would have thought that those
experiences would one day come together and all
be useful?

MIRANDA OLIVER,
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

WE CANNOT CURE THE WORLD OF SORROWS,
BUT WE CAN CHOOSE TO LIVE IN JOY.
-JOSPEH CAMPBELL
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MIRANDA OLIVER

JOY TEAM
SUBMITTED BY LONI BAUMGARTNER

The Joy Team has had an interesting year. The team works
to help people find ways to give...to serve others, to donate
our time, talents and money, to spend time listening, and to
use our talents and abilities to be God’s hands and heart here
on earth.
Our big twice yearly event is our Day of Service...we had
it all organized for the year and then everything had to be
put on hold. We instead asked everyone to find ways, big
and small, to serve others in the community. We heard great
stories....serving at Open Hands Midway, making laundry
packets to donate, bringing a meal to a neighbor, kids having
a lemonade stand and donating the money to the food
shelf...the list goes on and on. People were very creative in
finding ways to serve.
We want to thank all those who submitted Thrivent grants
this year...74 in total. This money allowed LYN Ministry to do
“thinking of you” bags for our seniors, food purchases for
Open Hands Midway, blankets, towels and kitchen tools for
Bridging, extras for our preschool, college kits, the men’s
retreat, Camp Noah, LWR school kits, Ralph Reeder food
items, and so much more.
We are hopeful that in the upcoming year we will be able
to have our more traditional Day of Service. It is so exciting
to see the energy and enthusiasm generated by this event. In
the mean time, we continue to ask everyone to continue to
find ways to serve others....to Be The Church.

JOY TEAM
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Here are some of the highlights of our partnership with
Kidamali in 2020. (Submitted by Tim Kane)
We were able to correspond with the Kidamali parish via email. They were
able to let us know that they were praying for us. They specifically mentioned
prayers for protection from COVID-19, four days of fasting and prayer for
America after the death of George Floyd and prayers for our election.
Shepherd member Ellen Holmgren visited Tanzania in January and spent
time in Kidamali. An email from Kidamali said that she, “made our
January 26th worship service incredible.”
Our plans for a visit from Pastor Kisoma of Kidamali and a companion which
were being discussed at the beginning of the year had to be set aside due to
COVID-19.
A legacy memorial gift from Leslie Lundmark was used to replenish our
scholarship funds.
The Kidamali parish undertook a plan to build a kindergarten classroom.
Shepherd assisted with funds for renovating a building which included adding
plumbing to the space so they could have water in the classrooms. The name
for the school is NURU NURSERY SCHOOL (“nuru” means Light).
Shepherd provided scholarships for training Kidamali’s kindergarten teachers.
The Governing Board allocated money from our surplus as a gift to Kidamali.
They will use the funds for wages and supplies for the kindergarten and for
construction of the Parish house.
For the next year scholarship funds will support 11 students. Nine will study
in Church-owned schools in Ordinary Level secondary Education while two
are studying at public schools in Advanced Level Secondary Education.
Please include Kidamali in your prayers this upcoming year as they open the
kindergarten, as their students start a new school year, and for continued
protection from COVID-19.

KIDAMALI PARISH
IN TANZANIA
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KIDAMALI

OPEN HANDS MIDWAY
SUBMITTED BY MARGE SALSTROM
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Open Hands Midway's mission is to serve
the St. Paul Midway and surrounding areas
by leveraging contributors gifts in
providing a means for those who are
economically challenged to obtain
nutritious meals and groceries and fresh
produce. They also provide community
resources such as blood pressure checks,
flu shots etc.
Serving meals has seen lower numbers
than in years past because of COVID-19.
They were closed due to the pandemic
from March 17 through May 1. They still
managed to serve over 11,000 meals.
Mondays were hot meals to go and
Wednesdays were bag lunches. When
they reopened they didn't have the
manpower to continue giving out clothes
and household goods. They chose a day in
September to get rid of remaining items.
Those not distributed were given to a nonprofit. They now serve the community
with a food shelf.

Our congregation was very generous with Thrivent Grants. We
gave 20 grants at $200 apiece to this non-profit agency.
We had a very small group of volunteers because of COVID-19. If
you are healthy, you are certainly welcome to serve. Please contact
Marge Salstrom and she will find a spot for you. COVID-19
guidelines are followed with masks for all and safe distancing.
At the end of 2020 we were also able to use surplus funds to help
with the expansion of Open Hands Midway's kitchen by donating
twenty thousand dollars to this organization.

OPEN HANDS MIDWAY
OUTREACH

RALPH REEDER FOOD
SHELF OUTREACH

Ralph Reeder Food Shelf is a program of the Mounds View Public
Schools. Its mission is to provide emergency and supplemental food
assistance to individuals and families who are experiencing food
insecurity and to connect them with other helpful resources in a
manner that preserves dignity, while they work towards stabilization.
It is located at 2544 Mounds View Blvd (formerly County Hwy 10) in
the Silver View Mall.
We started the year out supporting Ralph Reeder through our Lenten
Drive: gifting all of our Lenten offering, specific drives for youth,
adults, children’s ministry, and our preschool. Through these drives
and offerings we surpassed our goal of providing 15,000 meals and
were well beyond 19,000 meals donated.
Usually at this time of year we would be reporting the amount of
food Shepherd of the Hills had collected and donated to Ralph
Reeder Food Shelf. We would thank Shepherd people who bring
food to church, drive it to the food shelf and volunteer their time as
workers who sort, shelve and carry food to guests. We would give
thanks for toys collected to put under Christmas trees. This year,
because of COVID-19, Ralph Reeder like many other community
organizations, had to reimagine the way work is done. Although we
were unable to participate in these ways; Shepherd was blessed with
abundance this year and through the gracious direction of the
Governing Board a $5,000 gift was given at year end. This was
enough to cover the cost of Thanksgiving and Christmas meals for
every family that seeks assistance from Ralph Reeder on a monthly
basis.
Although no one but staff could go in to help at the food shelf, nearly
500 families a week received food from drive up grocery service. As
families and individuals, many of them elderly, continue to be
affected by economic woes and the pandemic, we may help most by
writing a check to Ralph Reeder. They are able to purchase food
through Second Harvest at 25 cents on the dollar, expanding the
number of families that can be served.
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RALPH REEDER FOOD SHELF OUTREACH
SUBMITTED BY CHARLIE AND SUE OLTMAN

LYN MINISTRY

Our Love Your Neighbor (LYN) Ministry took on a whole new look after the COVID-19 virus shut things down in mid
March. We felt that it wasn’t safe for us to do the things that we normally do such as providing transportation, meals,
and communion (for our home bound and those at New Perspectives Assisted Living or at our Lunch Bunch
gathering). Pastor Brice, Mary Evanson and I wanted to stay in touch with the people that we serve through LYN
Ministry, so we have stayed in contact with them by telephone. I find it is such a blessing to chat with many people
and I know Pastor Brice and Mary feel the same way.
In July we put together “Sunshine Bags” where all the treats in the bag, plus the bag, had to be in yellow. We had 10
drivers deliver 47 bags. Beginning in August, we delivered goodie bags to our Lunch Bunch attendees. This December
we were able to deliver 45 poinsettia plants. We used a different theme for each month. We are very grateful for the
Thrivent Financial grants that we have been able to use to help us with these projects.
Our hope and prayer is that once the virus is under control we will be able to return to providing our LYN Ministry
services. Unfortunately, because of the population we serve and the nature of what we do, we will be among the last to
resume these services.

LYN MINISTRY SUBMITTED BY JOAN KAPAUN
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HOLY HAMMERS OUTREACH
SUBMITTED BY PETE EVANSON
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Holy Hammers, as everyone this year, had
difficulties. We started out with good plans
of making another twin home, neighbors
to the build of last year. As information of
the pandemic was brewing we realized that
we would need to change our plans. On a
typical day we'd have 12-14 people working
with the build and 1-4 people serving lunch
and break times. There were safety
requirements imposed for COVID-19 that
limited both the hours and number of
people allowed on the site. We fell behind
on the project, but on the whole Twin
Cities Habitat for Humanity staff made the
best of the situation with the volunteers we
could send. To my knowledge these
precautions were successful at keeping us
safe both from the typical construction
issues and the new threat of the illness.

Pastors Renee and Brice with Sister Tashina have prayed

Just as we pledge to give individually gifts

week after week for our outreach ministry. Late this year,
through the skill and talents offered by Miranda and

to our church, our congregation of
Shepherd of the Hills pledges funds to

through careful thoughts of the Governing Board, these
prayers have been answered in the form of a one time

support the Holy Hammers project. We

extra gift at Christmas to kick-start next year's project.

made our financial commitment early in
the year before we knew what 2020 would
bring. Our Shepherd of the Hills members
have been generous this year and we were

Please continue to pray that we'll use this seed for a new
normal in 2021 in a new Holy Hammers project and that
we'll be able to better offer labor, too.

able to again fulfill our promise for
the year.

HOLY HAMMERS
OUTREACH
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